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• 
HISTORY 
Strabismus, beoause of its self evident and disfiguring nature, 
merited the attention of the earliest medioal writers. However, 
very little was written of it and DO speoial treatment was reoomm-
ended in the early writings, for it was oonsidered a permanent defeot-
an affliotion or punishment sent by a displeased diety. 
Hippoorated~ who taught us that the reoording of observations 
is one of the most important prooedures of medioine, noted the 
paralytio type in oertain nervous oondttions. He also observed the 
oomitant variety, and oonsidered th~t it was due to epilepsy, or 
that it was an hereditary taint, noting that a parent with oross eyes 
often had a oross-eyed ohild. 
Gale~~ in 131 - 210 A.D., provided the next advanoement in the 
history of squint by his desoription of the ooular musoles. A more 
aoourate desoription than Galen's was not provided until Fa110pius, 
in the 16th oentury, gave his desoription of the extra oou1ar musoles. 
Paulus AegintJ~ a noted Greek medioal writer of the 7th oentury II 
advised the use of a mask p1aoed over the faoe with small perforations 
over eaoh eye, the theory being that the patient wpuld be induoed to 
look through these small apertures and thus straighten his eyes. 
Ambroise Bare took up this idea in the 16th oentury and used masks 
of horn with oentral perforations. ParJoattributed squint to imitation 
or to a defeotive posttion of the ohild in the oradle, amdeasa vmioh 
are still held by the laity. 
The 18th oentury marks an exceedingly aotive period in the 
history of the development of the knowledge of squtnt. In this century 
the foundation of the musoular theory and the assooiation of refrao-
tive errors to squint are laid. Also at this time the first devel-
opments sinoe the times of Hippoorates, Galen, and Celsus are seen 
in the works of one John Taylor. 
Antoine Maitre-JanOJ staves at this time that some authors 
olaim that "malposition of the crystalline lens is tlB cause of 
squint, while others maintain as causes imaginary vices of the 
visual spitits. Some olaimed that it is due to contraotion or spasm 
of the ooular musoles ft • This same author also disousses refraotion. 
Comte de Buff~ during this same period. sought to explain 
squint by a difference betwe~n the two eyes. He referred distinotly 
to a differenoe in refraction although he otnfounded it with a diff-
erenae in the visual aouity_ Butfon1 s greatest contribution lies in 
the faot that he was the first to suggest the two most frequently used 
and most beneficial methods of non-surgioal treatment of squint; 
namely, padding the good eye to bring up the acuity of vision in the 
poor eye, and the use of glasses - the latter so masterfully brought 
forward by Donders and perfeoted partioularty by the American 
ophthalmologists. 
(r) John Taylor, an itinerant oculist mentioned previously, 
introduced the first operative treatment of squint. He traveled 
through Europe at this time "curing" squint by outting the conjunc-
tiva at the innet canthus and ocoluding the good eye to oause the use 
of the squinting one. Here, oertainly.if he really did this. is a 
method remarkably approximating our present operative measures. 
However. there seems to be some doubt as to whether he simply out 
a fold of the conjunotiva or really reached the muscles. Taylor had 
no inclination to impart his methods or knowledge to others so his 
actual teohnique is known only as it is desoribed by those who 
observed his operations. There seems to be no doubt but that he had 
some suooess in straightening eyes but most investigators are in-
olined to believe that it was a result of his praotioe of oooluding 
the fixing eye, rather than his operative prooedures. whioh brought 
the results. 
The next impo~tant development appears in 1806 when Tenon gave 
a most comprehensive description of the orbit~ and in particular the 
description of the capsule which now bears his n~e. This information 
has had much to do with the subsequent treatment of squint. 
With the exoeption of Taylor's questionable operative procedure 
the first definite surgical effort in the treatment of squint was 
made in the first third of the 19th c.entury. In 1816 Delpech' s 
operation of dividing the tendon of Aohi11es established the 
foundation of tenotomy. In 1827 White suggested the oure of squint 
by means of tenotomy. The first attemptedvtnotomy of the internal 
rectus on a living subjeot was performed by Pauli, of Landeau. and 
resulted in a failure. stromeyer, in 1836, more fully described the 
procedure but never himself performed t~ operation on a living 
subject. The first authentic tenotomy for the relief of squint was 
performed by Dieffenbach of Berlin in 1839. He performed the 
operation that had been performed on the cadaver by stromeyer. 
Other operators who soa. attempted tenotomies were Lucas and 
Liston. In America Mackenzie was one of the leaders and wrote 
describing his method. 
The writings of t~ early operators indicate that the first 
operations were tenotomies proper for they state that the muscle 
should be aut close to the sclera. However, very many myotomies 
were done in the zeal to get more effect and Dieffenbach himself 
was one of the first to do a myotomy. 
These myotomies and complete detachmen.ts of the muscle and 
capsule resulted in many glaring deformities suahAas external 
deviation, sunken aaruncle, and exophthalmos. As a result of these 
deformities the operation fell into bad repute. 
T 
Von Graefe was one of the first to realize the defects of the 
myoyclmy and advised· a more conservative procedure - his operation 
varying but little from the original method of stromeyer. 
The defects of tenotomy resulted in the development of another 
operation," that is, strengthening the weak muscle. Dieffenbach and 
Guerin were among the first to do this operation but Von Graefe and 
Critchett devised and described the first successful advancement 
operation. 
The inability to guage properly the extent of the operation 
and the wan~ of definite measurements prevented ophthalmologists 
from operating on children ata an early age before the vicious 
habits were formed and before it was to late to aid nature in 
procuring binocular vision, or fusion of the two images, to aid in 
obtaining and maintaining straight eyes. 
Myotomy and tenotomy were the dominant factors in squint for 
quite a time because they gave an apparently solid foundation to the 
muscular theory of squint. 
yet ~he seeds of other theories had been sown by De 1a Hire 
and Butfon, as previously mentioned. Von Graefe~odserved that there 
was a disturbance 0' accommodation and this caused an tlirregular 
contraction upon the affected muscle. It He recognized that accom-
modation, convergence and the refraction all had some relation to 
squint but it was left for Donder~~o definitely explain these 
relations, which he did in his classic Annomalies of Accommodation 
and Refraction. His ~~rks were the second great step in the de-
velopment of the knowledge of the etiology and treatment of squint. 
and today his teachings probably have more followers than any others. 
In 1873 KrenchelWfirst introduced the expeession. !Innervation 
of convergence," and opposed this to the theory of muscular defect. 
Hansen Grut waS also one of the chief exponents:· of this theory. 
Von Graefe noted the insufficiency of the ocular muscles as 
a cause of squint but did not stress the nervous relation to it. 
Javal made much study of this theory but it was finally ~arinaud 
who expressed the "error of the innervation of convergence" as a 
cause of squint. 
by Duane. 
His ideas were later expressed more clearly 
Aboutt the same time that Donders was presenting his thoery 
or squint and its tree.tment by g1e.sses there developed also the 
so-called "Fusion Theoryfl. Here are the results of the seeds sown 
by De Ie. Hire and Buffon.. This theory was perfected and fine.lly 
presented by Claud.e Worth. His v..-ork is backed by many careful 
observations made during lllany years of arduous labor. 
ETIOLOGY 
The etiology of squint has probably been the lllost widelY 
discussed subject in the field of ophthalmology and today there is 
no universally accepted theory as to its cause. These two facts go 
to show the protean origin of squint and v..-ould suggest the varieties 
of treatment that may be necessary for the relief of different cases. 
Not until the 19th century was there any worthy definite theory 
of squint promulgated, but since that time there have been three 
theories - namely, the n1Uscular theory, the accomodation theery of 
Donders, and Worth t s fusion theory - that have occupied the field 
of squint etiology. These three theories have all had, and still 
have, their ardent advocates ana to the unpredudiced mind they all 
have elements of truth. However, Wilkinson has introduced a fourth 
theory, the nervous theory, for 'which he does not olaim origina,li ty 
but states thtt its principles are encountered so freguently in the 
literature that he feels justified in presenting it. 
These theories will now be presented. 
(1) The Muscular Theory 
The advocates of this theory maintain that a comitant sqydnt 
is due to a too strong overacting rectus muscle, that the muscle is 
either too large and strdmg as oompaEed vd.th its antagonist, ot thatt 
on account of its peculiar advantageous insertion, its shortness, or 
overdevelopment, or the shape of the orbit, it acts in excess of its 
antagonist and causes the eye to turn either in or out. This was 
the only outstanding theory of squint for many centuries and-it 
still has many brilliant advocates. It must contain an element of 
truth to have lived so long and be able to flourished in this enlieht-
ened age. 
The fotmdations of this theory were laid and firmly grdunded, 
as previously described, by stromeyer and Dieefenbach by their 
tenotomy operations. 
. (J) 
De ~raefe was very radical on the subject and admitted the 
muscular theory exclusively. Reber~) an American author, believed 
that any of the factors outlined in the three theories might be re-
sponsible. Other authors assooiated only the refractive errors or 
nervous innervation with the muscular theory. In fact it is 
possible to fing many good men supporting any of the theories or 
any combination of them, so that it is useless in quoting many 
opinions for there are ardent advocates of each. 
An interesting offsprin.g of the muscular theory is the de-
clination theory.of stevens(?) His theory was that squint 1Ivas primarily 
due to a. declination of the vertical axes of the eye, usually 
associated with hyperphoria. He considered that the disturbance due 
to the declination upset the relation between convergence and acc-
ommodation and caused an excess stimulus to the internal recyus 
muscle, cs.using the eyes to turn in. The declination is primarily 
due to a faulty insertion of one of the extraooular muscles. No one 
can doubt that marked declination of an image would materially 
interfere with proper fusion and thus upset the normal rela.tion 
Between convergence, accommodation, and the general nervous control 
of the whole act of binooular vision. ~Vhether this by itself 
could upset the equilibrium of the two eyes enough to oause squint 
may be questioned, but that it would aot as an importimt factor 
in causation no on oan doubt. 
Of oourse there was oonsiderable opposition to this theory 
by those who advocated the others. Parinaud~)says, II Hansen Grut 
has very correotly remarked that the straightening of eyes under 
the action of ohloroform is incompatiable with the idea of shortening, 
en anatomical modification, of the muscle. T he same rerr~rk applieS 
to these oases of hypermetropia which are corrected with atropine. 
It is evident that in cases of this nature the trouble is purely 
nervous." This argument is one of the mainstays of the nervous 
theory and should be remembered subsequently when that theory is 
being considered. 
Parinaud further holds that if muscular insufficiency is 
responsible that it ought to show itself without regard to the 
associated movements of direction, as well as in regard to those 
of convergence and that this it does not do. 
He also believes that it is antiphysiological to admit that a 
muscle is from birth too feeble for the work it has to perform norm-
ally. Of all the organs, the muscle is theone which adapts itself 
most easily to the need of its function. He quotes experiments of 
other men to the effect that if one displaces the.insertion of a 
muscle, or if one modifies the length of the lever to which it is 
inserted, the muscular fiber stretche~ or contracts permanetly in 
order to adapt itself to the new condition of its functioning. 
My personal I.!~action to thii:s:,line of reasoning is that it is 
not born out in the operative treatment of squint cases. In these 
cases of squint which have long had a deviation an advancement 
operation or tenotomy usually result in a great- amount of straight-
ening, although not necessarily in good vision with that eye. It 
seems to me that in these instances the cause which org,gmnally 
resulted in the squint is sttll present, and that if the above 
line of reasoning which Parinaud has given is correct, that these 
eyes should tend to return to their original deviation, since we 
may consider that the oauses of the squint make it physiological 
for them to deviate. 
Wilkinso~ ih his review of the muscular theory, presents a 
very logical resume of the faots opposing it. He states that it is 
this very adaptability of the ooular musole to new situations that 
permits us to operate so freely without bad results. That squint 
is not due to an overacting muscle is evident from the fact that 
the excursion of-the eye is normal. In a reoent case of alternating 
or periodio squint there is no limitation of version in any direction, 
nor is there in constant comitant squint until the squint has been 
present for several years. The very fact that musoles can and do move 
the eye into any desired position without limitation shows that there 
is no defect either in the muscles or-nerVes. The further proof 
advanced by many in the fact, often observed, that the eye in 
most oases of squint at once becomes practically or quite straight 
when the patient is asleep or is placea under a general anesthetic. 
The very fact that the use of glasses and atropine will cure some-
what over 30% of cases also disproves the musclar theory. It must 
further be observes that the muscular system invariably adjusts 
itself to the demands made upon it; hence, if squint is due to a 
weak externus, the externus should develop sufficient strength to 
prevent the inturning of the eye. Demands made on a muscle make it 
stronger not weaker. Let it be granted that we ~ave an overacting, 
anatomically overlarge and atrong internal rectus; why doesit;take 
this muscle three years ( the a!erage age of internal squint ) to 
find out it is so strong. One would naturally expect it to dominate 
the tuxning of the eye even in the first year of life before the 
:t:usion faoul ty had an opportunity to develop and binocular vision 
is acquired. 
Wilkinson examined the pull of the interni by means of scales 
in 250 cases of squint in children under ether anesthesia. He never 
found any marked difference in the strength of the two interni and 
each had a normal pull, which is between 65 and 75 grams. This was 
true in all recent cases. However, in cases of long standing he 
often found a marked difference. This proves that the overacying 
muscle is the result of faulty position of the eyes extending over 
many years and not the cause of the deviation. Thus it appears that 
anatomic peculiarities are seldom the cause of squint, but only act 
as contributing causes; and even this is verydiffienlt to demon-
strate in cases of recent squint. 
(2) The Accommodation Theory of Donders' 
The earliest suggestion of an optical defect as a causal factor 
in the production of squint was made by De la Hire and Buffon in the 
18th century. Buffon's suggestion of the use of glasses as a cure has 
previously been alluded to. Bohm, in 1845, suggested the use of 
glasses to improve the vision in squint cases and came near making 
the discovery made by Donders, that many cases of squint can be 
relieved by the use of glasses. 
Donders , in \':)0 midd1G ::i' the 19th as;-;:: 
Donders, in the middle of the 19th century, firmly established 
the fact that there is a close relationship between convergent 
squint, exoessive aooommodation and oonvergenoe due to hypermetropia 
or hypermetropio astigmatism. He, at the same time, advocated the 
oure of squint by means of the oorrection of hypermetropia and 
astigmatism with glasses. Sinoe his olassica1 work on Annomalies 
of Refraction and Aooommodation, published in 1864, this idea of 
squint has been known the world over as Donder's Theory, or the 
Accommodation or Hypermetropic Theory of Donders. 
This thoery oan best be presented by quoting from Dondees{~~orks: 
If-We know that BY;:far the greater number of squint oases are 
connected with errors of re'raction. u About this point there certainly 
is no controversy. 
"1. Strabismus convergens almost always depends on hypermetrchpia. 
"2. Strabismus divergens is usually the result of myopia. 
"Since in strabismus convergens h~'Permetropia in general exists, 
no other connection is oonoeivable than that hypermetropia is the 
cause of the deviation. Hypermetropia is, indeed, the primary anom-
aly, to be sought in the struoture of the eye, and originally prop-
er to,the organ; strabismus is the secondary oondition which does 
not arise until some years after birth. 
, tlRypermetropia is a very widely spread anomaly. I am con-
vinced that it oocurs still more frequently than myopia. Now, if 
strabismus oonvergens is, in general, the result of hypermetropia, 
the latter is very often met without strabismus; we may even say 
that in only a oomparatiVely small number of cases of hypermetropia 
is strabismus developed. This, however, need not by any means sur-
prise us. In geneeal, in fact, the necessity of seeing an object 
singly with both eyes is felt. The direction of the visual lines is 
thereby determined. Of this I convinced myself years ago, in my 
experiments on the action of prismatic glasses. If we bring a 
weakly refracting prismatic glass with the refracting edge turned 
inward before one of the eyes, the fixed object is directly seen 
double, but increased~~convergence is immediately involuntarily pro-
duced which makes the double image coalesce; and if, some moments 
later, we again remove the glass, double images for an instant 
reappear, which, however, equally rapidly disappear, in consequence 
of lessening of convergence. Now, it is as if the double images, of 
their own accord, again coalesce; the movement takes place so 
spontaneously that the person is not even conscious of it. This 
abhorrence of double images, or rather, the instinctive adherence 
to binocular viaion, preserves most pypermetropic persons from 
strabismus. They sacrifice the advantages of seeing accurately, 
rather than to allow that on the yellow spots different objects 
should form their images. In this, therefore, we find the reason 
why£! not nearly all hypermetropes squint. If one eye be covered 
with the hand, while it, as well as the other, is open, the visual 
line wi1l in most hypermetropes rapidly deviate inward. The srune 
thing takes place when an ammetropic person holds a negative glass 
before the uncovered eye. 
ItThe question which now suggests itself is: what circumstances 
must coopeate to give rise to strabismus in hyperopic individuals? 
These circumstances are of a twofold nature: (a) those which diminish 
the value of binocular vision; (b) those which render convergence 
easier. 
ItTo the first class belong: 
til. Congenital difference in the aocuracy of vision o!., in the 
refYaotion oondition ~~~ eyes. In hypermetropia the aoouraoy 
of vision is often imperfeot, whether in one eye or both eyes. This 
is in part attributable tOt astigmatism, in part to a still unknown 
imperfection of the retina. If the diminished aocuraoy of vision 
affeots only one eye, then on too great oonvergenoe, the image of this 
eye is therefore less aoourate. In either oase, consequently, stra-
bismus will more easily arise. But the tendenoy doubly inoreases when 
both ciroumstanoes, a high degree of hypermetropia and a diminished 
aocuraoy of vision, as is often the case, ooour in the same eye. If 
the eye has long been deviated, there arises a seoondary diminution 
of the aoouraoy of vision as a resul-I; of strabismus. In that oase, 
however, we oan, with the aid of the ophthalmasoope, often demon-
strate a still higher degree of hypermetropia of this eye. 
"2. spots on the oornea." Here Donders noted the ooourrenoe 
~ -----
of speoks on the oornea more often in ppyPermetropia with strabismus 
than in hypermetropia without strabismus. 
Ruete advanoed the theory that an infb:iwaation might produoe 
these speoks on the oornea Lnd extend beneath the oonjunotiva to 
some of the musoles or their envelopes and produce, first, a spasm-
odio, and afterwards, .. a nutritive contration. He believes that 
these oases are rare. 
"3. Peouliar strioture 0E. innervation .of ~ muscles; ~ 
mobility of ~ eyeballa irrward~ Not infrequently a oongenital 
insufficienoy of the musculi reoti interni oocurs. It may readily 
be assumed that the opposite also may be the oase, and, in faot, 
some eyes oonverge without any partioular tension up to 311 , or even 
up to 2", and less from the eye. We may assume that form and posi:tion 
of the eyeball exeroise as much'influence in this respect as the 
structure of innervation of the muscle." 
To the writer it appears here that Donders admits somewhat to 
the muscular theoty although not strictly as its ovm advocateS. It is 
noteworthy_ however, that he ta..'kes this faot into oonsideration, for 
while he at one time attempts to establish the aocommodation theory 
as the oausative faotor he realizes the possibility of the musoular. 
To quote Donders further: " In the highest degree of hyper-
metropia, strabismus is rarely observed. This need not surprise us. 
In s.oh oases the power of aooommodation is, even under abnormally 
inoreased oonvergenoe, not suffioient to produoe aoourate images, and 
suoh hypermetropios are thus led rather to the praotioe of forming 
oorreot ideas from the imperfeot retinal images as muoh as possible. 
We have already seen that strabismus is met with ohiefly in a mean 
degree of hypermetropia. These belong to the faoultative and rel-
ative hypermetropios: the eye can adapt itself for parallel and even 
diverging rays, and oan, moreover, maintai~ this aooommodation for 
some time, yet often only with oonvergenoe of the visual lines to a 
point, situated oloser to the eye, than the point from whioh these rays 
prooeed. The minimum at hypehmetropia at whioh strabismus oocurs 
depends undoubtedly on angle A, and on the range of aooommodation; 
the less the latter, and the greater is A, the less the degree 
of hypermetropia whioh will be suffioient. But diminished energy 
or paresms of aocommodation by itself is as little liable to produoe 
strabismus as is the diminution of the rante of aooommodation oonn-
eoted with the inorease in years. n 
To present the opinions for and contrary to Donderst theory 
I shall quote an advooate of eaoh. 
{j6J 
Hansell says: II Sinoe the funotional internal squint in ohild-
ren is indirectly dependent on hyperopia its oure oan be obtained by 
relievin~ the strain on the aceommodation induoed'by the effort to 
overoome the hyperopia. 
"The oonvergenoe oenter in the hypermetrope is overexeroised, 
and its growth ( together with that of the musole ) is unduly 
prompted I therefore hypermetropia is the preeminenetly favoring 
oircurastance in the produotion of squint, and determines the direc-
tion of the movements of the visual axis." 
(oj 
Stevens says: tI Turning to the anatomical side of the question 
we find nothing to sustain t~e propositions of Danders. The more 
reoent investigations of the anatomy of the nerve centers oontrol-
ling these functions show not only that the nucleus controlling 
the funotions of aocommodation is distinctly separated from that 
governing convergence, but that the nerve fibers from each root 
pass separately out from the brain, and that they abe only united 
wi thin a common sheath after thE!J'~ have traversed", .a considerable 
space as separate fasciculae. 
" Such oonsideration suggests that these two funotions,whioh 
usually act in close agreement, so aot as a result of habitual, not 
of organio, association. 
11 Training, or a necessity which interposes important obstacles 
to the habitual association of action, quickly enables the individual 
to dissociate the two functions absolutely.tI 
(3) The Fusion Theory 
To understand this theory we must first oonsider the act of 
binocular vision. The essentials for binocular vision are two 
healthy maculae in two eyes whose motor functions are in perfect 
order, presided over by a healthy cerebrum. The first essential is 
predominating maculae. Where this is true the retinal reflex from 
the macula will send a sufficiently strong stimulus to the external 
muscles so that the eye is forced into a position such that the image 
of the object will fall upon the macula, in order to secure the most 
perfect picture possible. Thee second essential is a normal function-
ing set of ocular muscles; i.e. proper comparative strength, and 
" proper healthy nervous con°\;roL.· The third essential is &proper 
functioning nerve .enter whose duty it is to receive these retinal 
images and oonvert them into a single mental picture. This last 
funotion is very complex and little ~~derstood. 
In the human the two retina are so placed as to have oorres-
ponding parts one with the other; i.e., the right or nasal half of the 
right retina corresponds to t~e right or nasal half of the left retina 
and vica versa. The macula of one eye oorresponds with the macula of 
the other. Fusion demands such an adjustment of the eye th~ the 
image will fallon the maoula of each eye. The two images are sent 
to the same center in the brain and make but one cortical impression 
and but one objeot is seen. The uniting of the two retinal images 
into one cortical or mental image is called fusion and the ability 
to do this is knm~ as the fusion faculty. The fusion theory of 
squint ascribes squint to a want of proper development of this 
faculty. 
Claude Wortg~states his theory as follows: 
"In a case of convergent squint the is, in addition to tha most 
obvious symptom, the deformity, always a defect in the fusion faculty, 
and there is nearly ahvays a suppression of the vision of the dev-
iating eye. In the human infant the motor ooordinationsof tile eyes 
are already partially developed at birth. During the first few 
months of life these serve (in the absenoe of any disturbing in-
fluence) to maintain approximately the normal relative directions 
of the eyes. Soon the fusinn faoulty begind to develop. I have 
found distinct evidence of binocular vision in the sj.xth month. 
Normally the development of the fusion faculty is well advanced by 
the twelfth month, and complete before the end of the sixth year. 
~~en the fusion faculty has begun to develop, the instinctive tBn-
denoy to blend the images formed in the two eyes - the desire for 
binooular vision, as it is oalled - vnll keep the two eyes 'straight'_ 
When the fusion faoulty is fairly well developed neither hypermetropia, 
nor anisometropia, nor heterophoria oan oause squint. In faot, 
then nothing but an aotual musole paralysis can oause an eye to 
deviate, in whicn' ,oase the resulting diplopia is intolerable. Some-
times, however, owing to a oongenH;al defeot, the fusion faoulty 
develops later than it should, or it develops very imperfeotly, or 
it may never develop at all. Then in this oawe, there is nothing but 
the motor ooor'dination to preserve the normal relative direotions of 
the eyes, and anything whioh disturbs the balanoe of these ooord-
inations will oause a permanent squint. Thus the essential oause 
of squint is a defeot of the fusion faou1ty. In the presenoe of 
this fundamental oause the eyes ar.e.;in a state of unstable equil-
ibrium, ready to squint either inwards or outwards on slight pro-
vooation. ft 
Worth states the most oommon oauses of the overthrow of bin-
ooular vision are: (1) Hyperopia; (2) Hyperphoria; (3) Anisometropia; 
(4) Esophoria and exophoria; (5) Speoifio fevers. In these cases there 
is usually oonsiderable hyperopia, enfeebled aooommodation, ooupled 
with a poorly developed fusion sense. The disease upsets the 
unstable equilibrium and the squint beoomes appareDt. (6) Violent 
mental disorders and oon~J.lsions, severe fright in absenoe of the fusion 
faculty, upset -&quH1,b:HiUn.'of'10onvergenoe oenter. Injury during 
birth and ocolusion of the eyes for too long a time. Heredity is 
an influential faotor. In cases where information was reliable Worbh 
'found 51% gave a history of strabismus in the immediate family. 
Worth aoknav,ledged that hypermetropia stands in olose etio~ 
logioal relationship to oonvergent squint b~t that it is not the cause 
of it. He reasons that only a small potrion of the hyperraetropes 
squint. His explanation of this is that ordinarily the fusion sense 
is strong enough to force the eyes to maintain their correct visual 
axes for single vision. If~ however, the fusion sense is 4efecient 
the eyes yield to the impulse for increased convergence. He believes 
that optical correction when deviation is first noted will cure the cs 
case, if hypermetrmpia is responsible, by relieving the eye of the 
excessive accommodation. He also state&that in cases in which the 
fusion sense is present but feeble it may be strong enough to resist 
the strain of uncorrected hypermetropia during infancy, but may give 
way when the child's attention is directed to his first lessons. 
Quoting Worth further: 
IIAnisometropia, and the rare congenital amblyopia, predispose 
to squint by m~~ng binocular vision more difficult. One occasion-
ally seea a case of squint in which the fixing eye is approximately 
eIlL"'Tletropic and the deviating eye has perhaps 10 to 15 D myopia. fI 
"If the fusion sense be perfect, a want of motor balance of the 
eyes will cause heterophoria but not squint. But in the absence of 
the controlling influence of the fusion sense, this motor imbllance 
is free to cause an actual deviation. This is se1m- when, in ex-
amining a case of heterphoria, fusion sense is rendered impossible 
by means of a Maddox rod, colored glasses, etc. 
"The occurrence oB. squint after the fevers and other diseses, 
a phenomenon lrequently noted by the laity and hence held respon-
sible for the squint, is explained as follows:- These children 
usually have a good deal of hyperopia, the fusion sense is defective 
but hitherto suffioient to prevent the occurreBce of a deviation. 
Owing to the muscular enfeeblement caused by the illness, he is 
unable to aooommodate so well as formerly. The exoessive effort 
at accommodation upsets the unstable equilibrium. A pair of glasses 
at this period often brings about a cure. But if the opportunity 
be lost a statio oonvergenoe appears." 
The weakest point in the fusion theory is that most oases of 
ooncomitant squint develop in children after they are three years 
old and have enjoyed binocular vision for two or three years. If 
it were a fault of fusion entirely, it seems that we should find 
our squinters during the first years of life insted of waiting three 
years for it to develop. It does not seem logical that a congenitally 
defective fusion faculty would work for two or three years and then 
break down. It would be more reasonable to suppose th~ each day 
of binocular vision that the fusion sense would grow stronger and by 
the third or fourth year be able to overcome all obstacles (except 
paralysis of a ocular muscle) rather than to break down at this time. 
It is also difficult to understand that when the fusion sense 
has been sufficient to prevent a deviation, and then for some reason 
in the third or fourth year it is unable to do this, that the exer-
cise of the fusion faculty for ten or twenty minutes a day for a few 
weeks could so easily cause it to function properly again, as 'v'lforhh 
believes it will. 
Wilkinsog3~urns up these first three theories as follows: 
"There is agreement by practically everyone that an excess of 
convergence ispresent but not all agree as to the probable cause of 
that excess. The muscle men say that it is too strong a muscle, tn. 
fusion men say that it is a defect in the fusion faculty, and the 
advocates of Danders' theory say that it is due to h~ermetropia. In 
answer to the mus~le men we would say: 'The muscle 2S not a t fault 
because there is no limitation of movement in the recent oases, the 
eye straightening out in sleep or under anesthesia, and many oases 
are cured by glasses which have no effect on the muscles'. To the 
fusion men we would say: 'The eyes are straight for three or four 
years and then cross. Why does fusion break down after three or four 
years use'? Of the Donderites we should ask: "fuy do not all hyper-
opes squint? The majority do not and often the worst do not; besides 
many cases of squint have no hyperopia or very little, and even some 
cases of myopia are internal squintersf / 
(4) The Nervous Theory 
WilkinsoJ~introduces this theory ~~th the following statement: 
"With the three theories already advanced, it might be said 
to be superfluous to introduce a fourth, but the study of the lit-
erature on squint is so replete with writings on the influence of 
the nervous contro, or want of control, that I feel justified in 
introducing this theory, disclaiming at,'. the same time any originality 
for it. 
!This theory should be divided into two general heads: Path-
ologic nervous lesions. Functional nervous manifestations. Jl 
a. Pathologic Nervous Lesions. 
It has been known·from early timnes that paralysis caused 
squint but these cases are not considered here. In this case we 
are dealimg with disease. 
Lloyd was impressed by the number of permanent squint ca.es in 
which he found pathologic lesions.' He says: 
"It is our belief that there is a pathologic cause for strabismus. 
"Group I shouldinclude all eases due to loss of foveal Guide. 
"Group 2 would inc1itde all cases due to Muscular ~aralysis. 
"Group 3 would include all cases due to Positive Scotoma. 
"Group 3 cases can pass on to blindness and to group 1; and a 
Group 1 case might" now and then, emerge from th8;t; unfavorable class 
and end in group 3, or perhaps recover. 
ttLoss of Foveal Guide need not be more than an absolute de-
fect of the central one degree to allow the eye to deviate. Total 
blindness is not neoessary to bring about this state. It should be 
noted that every absolute defeot is surrounded by a zone of relative 
defeot and that this one degree absolute defeot me&~s absolute blind-
ness of the all impottant fovea with a surrounding zone whioh is be-
low par. 
"Deviation in or out regulary goes with traumatic: maoular 
disease, ooloboma of the macular area, ohorioretinitis involving the 
central zone, etc. All the foregoing remarks apply only to other 
than alternating deviations. None of the suggestinns ~ioh apply to 
oonvergent or divergent squint of the unilateral variety is of use 
in oonsidering alternating squint. This variety has usually good 
vision for each eye and it is reasonable to look on this very pe-
ouliar and stubborn deviation as an exolusively oortioal or nuolear 
abnormality, probably due to malformation or ecoentric nerve habit. 
"It is our opinion, then, that strabismus is associated with 
pathology, and is not a non use oomplex. For this reason, cursory 
examination of squint cases are out of ~lace. More acourate measure-
ments of deviation are in order and can be done without consuming the 
time usually thoght neoessary to aocomplish this. More fields of these 
cases need studying and neurological assistance is often of value 
in clearing up the case. A technique which will more certainly 
point out the olp paretic cases is needed, as otherwise operative 
results will disappoint. It 
Lloyd observed thut a large proportion of oonstant squinters 
have defective visual fields. He presents this as evidenoe that there 
has been previous etiologioal nerVGUS pathology. 
b. Functional Nervous Manifestations. 
Functional nervous manifestations in relation to squint has 
been reoognized for more than a century. Mackenzie gave a fairly 
definite statement of the funotional theory. He said: 
"The cause of squint should be sought elsewhere than in the 
muscles of the eye, elsewhere than in the retina; that is to say, 
in the brain and the nerves, organs which preside over the as soc-
iations of the aots of the muscles of the eyes. f! 
Grut, in 1873, read a paper in which he advocated the functional 
nervous dis~urbances of convergence as a cause of squint. 
Wilkin s o£5Jays : 
"Possibly no one has given more study to squint than Parinaud, 
and certainly but few have better stated its etio~ogy. His ideas 
comprises all of the good in the so-called Worth's Fusion Theory, 
as well a s much in the accorrm~dation theory of Donders, and he is 
at the same time the chief advocate of the nervous theory. n 
parinauJ51s quoted as follows: 
!lIt would be a new error to see in squint only innervation of 
convergence. One can understand ita pathology only with a larger 
conoeption which permits synthetizing the diverse influences which 
enter in. I have defined squint: a fault of the development of the 
apparatus of binocular vision, bearing at the s&~e time on the motor 
part ~~d the sensory part of that apparatus. 
"The motor part is represented in convergence. The immediate 
cause of the squinting deviation is always a trouble of innervation 
of convergence. The two principal factors of oonvergence are the 
retinal reflex of accommodation and oonvergence. All the oauses act 
on the convergenoe through these tvvo intermediaties. These causes 
have the common characteristic. of 9QnJr\:;ituting an obstacle to 
binocular vision; they act more efficaciously when the subject is 
yo~~g; that is to say, whenthe apparatus of binocular vision is 
less developed. 
tlIn order to u..l'lderstand squint , this conception is still not 
enough; it does not suffice to oonsider the causes which determine 
the squint, and the mechanism by which they act on convergence. It 
is necessary to consider the secondary modifications which are pro-
duced and which, insensibly, change the character of the squint. 
Excess of innervation of convergence, which at first characterizes 
convergent squint, tends to disappear in the measure that the appa 
aratus of binocular vision changes; that is the cause of spontan-
eous correction in certain cases. More often the deviation persists 
in spite of the disappearanee of the excess of innervation which 
caused it. It ist then maintained by retraction of the periocular 
tissues, of the capsule of Tenon in particular. This retraction 
caused by the deviation becomes in thllnc;t~e cause and radically 
transf'orms the character of the squint by a process which is fOU-.11.d 
in other deviations of nervous origins. 
"The sensorial part changes at the same time. The modifications 
represent the a.Iteration of the three fundamental properties of the 
apparatus of binocular vision, nelllely, the retinal reflex of oon-
vergence, d4plopia, the manner of projecting the retinal images. 
"This conception of squint per:mi ts one to establish unity lim 
the midst of diverse influence which produces it end of the numerous 
clinical forms 'w~ich' it takes. 
"I have noted the fact that at first convergent squint is 
characterized by an excess of ir~ervatiDn; the cause of the squint is 
not in the eye bmt in the brain. If one observes this squint at the 
age of twenty, it is entirely changed. The excess of innervation 
.,. 
of' convergence mas disappeared; it is 9V"en replace, usually, by the 
complete aboli tion of this same irL'1erva.tion. The devia.tion is main-
tained solely by the retraction of the periocular tissues. In spite 
of the similarity of symptoms , it acts, from a surgica,l point of 
view, from mVQ different affections. How can one expect the same 
operatmon to produce the same effect in these tvlTO extreme C(3,ses, or in 
the intermediary forml! T here is still evolution of squint, which 
modifies the immediate effects of an operation, to consider, 
evolution which will be different aocording te whether retraction 
of the periocular tissues exists or does not exist. or according to 
whether one operates on convergent or divergent squint." 
Wilkinsog~turther states: 
liThe fusion theory of 1florth is but a minor part of the nervous 
theory. In fact, the aoco~~odation theory of Danders is comprised 
in this theory when it is viewed as an excess of innervation of con-
vergence. 
flMusc~lar anomalies, hypermetropie., the heterophorias, or ~ 
a moderate amount of amblyopia. would not cause squint in the pres-
enoe of a well balanced nervous system. 
"I have yet to seea a child vri th :iuncticlmal strabismus who did 
not show some general nervous instabi Ii ty in addition to the cro saed 
eye. If one examines the fffinily history of squint case., one or 
both parents are neurologically deficient in some respects. Here 
we see our heredity playing its part on the constitution, if it is 
not expressed in a crossed eye. tl 
One of the greatest of American investigators and writers 
concerning squint was Duan:!) The following quotations are from 
his works: 
nAn esophoria may disappear if the conditions causing it are 
abolished or offset. Thus an accommodative convergence-excess 
usually disappears if the causal hyperopia and aatigmatism are 
corrected early enough and it disappears in presbyopes who no longer 
accommodate excessively because the cannot. AgainjO in some cases 
a convergent squint diaappears in youth, because in the grmwth of 
the face the orbits get more divergent so that the interni work with 
more difficulty than before. 
"In other cases an esophoria increases. ~~his is seen in the 
development ali a converg.ent squint, which usually begins as an 
accommodative convergence-excess. The steps in the development are 
as follows: 
"(1) A child with a good deal of hypeeopia or astigmatism, as 
soon as he begins to use the eyes much for near work, develops a 
v . 
arY1ng, evidently more or less spasmodic, esophoria which is more 
marked for near when his convergence is called into play, but which 
is little or not at all marked for distance. 
II (2) Little by little the deviation inoreases until binocular 
fixation for near beoomes impossible, and the periodic esophoria is 
transformed into a periodic oonvergent squint. This at first is 
intermittent and occasional, afterwards more and more oonstant. 
There is~ow~more or less esophoria for diatance also, although 
always less than for near, and there is still binocular fixation 
for distance. 
"Careful tests at this stage will nearly always show that 
the squint is associated with diplopia. 
tl (3) After this condition has lasted for a long time, perhaps 
some years, the patient gives up binocular fi~~t~on for distance, 
so that he now has a convergent squint for both distance and near 
(continuous sqUint). The deviation as~measured by the screen, 
however, is still much more marked for near than for distance. 
Diplopia oan usually be elioited by the tests. The condition is 
still mainly one of oonvergenoe-excess. 
ff(4) Later still, the amount of deviation for distance begins 
to inorease until ultimately the squint for distance equals that 
for near points, and both are absolutely greater than they were. 
This oahnge is due to the superadding of a divergenoe insuffioienoy 
to the primitive convergence-exoess; the conditions, now, in faot, 
are those shown in the table as obtaining for a oonvergence-excess 
and diver,gence insuffioiency combined. The rotation of the yes is 
still normal in amount, indin.ting that the :rpusoles are as yet un-
affeoted. 
nAt this stage, diplopia, if it can be elicited at all, no 
longer obtrudes itself on the patient's notice nor causew confusion. 
In many cases it cannot be elicited by any tests, suppression of 
one of the images having occurred. 
"(5) Later, secondary muscular changes (contracture of the int-
ernus, stretching and weakening of the externus) take place in the 
squinting eye, producing an absolute reduction in the rotation out-
ward and excess of rotation inward. 
"In some cases it seems that a convergent squint may develop 
from a divergence-insufficiency. The steps in this case are, first, 
an inorease of the esophoria for distanoe,then the superadding of a 
oonvergenoe-excess producing an esophoria for near. The result is, 
first, a periodoc squint (esotropia for distance, esophoria with 
binocular fixation for near); later a continuous squint for all ranges. 
Until late in their course suoh oases are distinguished from those 
starting with a primitive convergence-excess by the fact that the 
deviation for distance always exceeds that for near. II 
These quotations present the principles of the so-called 
Nervous theory. 
To me, the most significant fact, in the review of the whole 
subject of the etiology of squint, is that each theory attempts to 
establish one particular fact as the prinoipal oause of strabismus 
and yet in some manner include the ~rinciples of the other theories. 
~batever may be the cause, there is much more agreement be-
tween the ophthalmic authorities on the tr~atment; and surely, if 
2very man tr:eats the patient in the best methods which are known to 
;T!~,-: ~, 
the profession, this is the best we have to offer. 
) 
TREATMENT 
Treatment of SqUi::lt ~ay be divided into two main classes, 
namely, operative and non-operative. We shall consider the non-
operative £:£eatment first as this is the treatment which should be 
first used. 
The first :step in the non-operative treatment is the education 
of parents to the fact that squint is not a simple thing which the 
child will outgrow. They shoul be made to understand that if treat-
ment is stt},rted early in these cases the,,:> outlook is more promising 
and the treatment simpler, whereas, if there is delay vicious habits 
are formed, the treatment is more diffioult, and the results less 
satisfactory. 
Educating the publie is not the only task confronting us, 
there is much to be dcnemplished within the medical profession itself. 
The general practioners and pediatrists are the ones who usually first 
see these cases and it is their duty to see that they receive im-
mediate treatment and not the advice to "let the ohild alone, he 
will outgrow it".. Failure to treat these ORses in their incipienoy 
is likely to result in diminution of vision, loss of binocular 
vivion, and a deviating eye which can be aided only by operative 
means. People should understand that in most of these neglected 
cases the result of the operative tree.tment is cosmetic only and that 
the vision of these long deviating eyes is praotically gone. Also 
that maintaining the eye straight nnder these cirournsta.nces is muoh 
more diffioult than if you have the aid of good vision. 
The first procedure to be followed in the case of a squinting 
child should be a thonough physical ~xawination. The appearance 
of squint in ohildren following 1111 epid.c disease or other con-
stitutiona.l disorder is evidenoe of the role which the general 
condition of the child plays in squint. Likewise, our therapy 
will be much more effective if we have a healthy child with lots of 
vitality than if oup patient is an anemic, rachitic, undernourished, 
or otherwise below par ohild. 
The next step is eXfu~nation of the eyes and refraction. The 
cornea, lens , media, and fundus should all be earefully exrunined and 
any pathology found treated. Abnornali tj.es here are very important 
in the consideration of the prognosis. 
Optical ccrrectiolll is of utmost importance and ~hould be most 
carefully determined. Retinoscopy is usually the onl~r 1pethod by 
which the refractian can be accomplished, and in any case it is the 
most satisi'ad;ory method. This should always be done under full 
atropinization. Often seven to ten days of atropinization are 
necessary to secure complete relaxation, ~"ld this is absolutely 
essential. Worth's rule is tm give glasses which will correct 
within .50 D of the full hyperopia and all of the astigmatism. In 
some cases it may be necessery to give a somevnrat weaker lens for a 
month or tvvo if the stronger lens obscure the vision too markedly at 
first. Very often the use of atropine is well contirtued,.:.in both eyes 
when the glasses are first given. This prevents the use of the ex-
cessive accommodative power which these hyperopes have and the glasses 
are e.ccepted much more readily. 
The next step is to bring up the visual acuity mfi the deviating 
eye. This is accomplished by the use of mask over the fixing eye 
or by atropinization of this eye, thus forcing the use of the de-
viating eye If the visual acuity can be brought up it is much easier 
to establish and maintain bIimoculatr vision. Wilkinson believes that 
the fixing eye should be oocluded constantl~ for from four to six 
weeks. This period should serve as a diagnostio measure between 
the "amblyopia. ex anopsia" cases which will be improved, and the 
cases in whioh the e.mblyopia is congebital or pathologioal. 
Wurdem~~advises ocolusion of the fixing eye morning and 
afternoon for tvifO hours as he believes that constant occlusion 
may cause an aDmlyopia to develop. 
Maddo:t'/fJdvises occluston of the fixing eye except when the 
child is at school, when the deviating eye is occluded. Maddox 
further advises the use of bifoc8~s with about 1.5 D added for the 
reading portion. 
The value of refraction lies in the fact that it lessens the 
accommodation and brings up the visual acuity. By lessening the 
accommodation necessary, according to the theory of DonderB. the 
tendencytto convergence is equally lessened. Therefore, it seems 
logical to use bifocals in these cases and I believe that this is a 
very common practice althpugh many of the current articles do not men-
tion it specifically when advocating refraction. The bringing up 
of the visual acuity, according to Worth f s theory, would aid in es-
tablishing binocular vision since the clearer the retinal image the 
easier is fusion. Thms the use of glasses certainly has a rational 
basis for the advocates of either theory - and is surely almost 
universally applied. 
l"{ortlr~'arns against the prolonged use of atropin. but its use 
for a time is certainly justified. The atropin is used in the fix-
ing eye and should cause its vision to become lessthan that of the 
deviating "e.. The latter will then straighten and become the one 
used as it will give the better image. The use of this eye will 
bring about an incre~se in the acutenes~~~of vision. If you can obtain 
6/6 vision in the deviatin eye· there will be little trouble in;::se-
curing binocular vision and the case will be vured without operation. 
In some cases where the deviationhas persisted for years the 
atropinized fixing eye will still have better vision than the non-
atropinized deviating eye. In these cases occlusion of the fixing 
eye must be practiced. Atropin is effective only if it causes the use 
of the deviating eye, if it does not occlusion is necessary. 
Regarding the age at which re£raction should be done, this 
can quickly be answered by saying that it Cgnnot be done too early. 
As soon !:'itS a defect is noted or sus-pected the patient should be re-
fr!:'itcted. The sooner re£raction is done the greater is the possibility 
o£ curing the C!:'itse wmthout oper!:'ittion. Wurdemann's opinion is that i£ 
treatment is started in the £irst year you can promise straight eyes 
with binooular vision. Later than that many cases are also cured in 
this manner but some are not. 
Training o£ the £usion sense is the next procedure to be £01-
lowed. Binocular vision, or £usion, is the end toward which we are 
striving in the treatment of strabismus. Hence. i£ we acknowledge 
the presence o£ a £usion center it is logical to attempt to stim-
ulate that center. 
Wort}{ll~tates that there are three grades o£ binocular vision: 
"1". First:- Simultaneous macular perception. Each macula has the 
ability to oerceive yet there is no desire £or £usion. A person in 
this class in looking at devices in the stereoscope will see two 
separate images. Almost any abnormality will upset the equilibrium 
o£ these cases and squint will result. 
Second:- True fusion sense with some amplitude. These cases 
have a desire for binocular vision and will fuse objects under the 
stereoscope or amblyoscope. 1£ the' amblyoscope be separated sev-
eral degrees a single ojject will be maintained, showing the desire 
£or binocular vision. 
Third:- Sense o£ perspective. The teo eyes are looking at an 
object from different points o£ view. This gives a slightly dis-
similar picture on each retina. The blending o£":these two images 
gives us the sense o£ perspective, that is, the ~~ility to judge 
distances, sizes and shapes, etc. 1£ w e have perfeot visual 
acui ty added to the above condition Worth says that no amount o£ 
re£ractive error or overacting muscle can cause squint (except ~:~ralysis). 
The ~blyoscope, designed by Worth, was the first instrument 
designed for testing the fusion sense and training it. There are 
numerous modifications of this instrument designated under other 
names, however, they all have a common purpose. 
The amblyoscope is so constructed that each eye looks at a 
separate field. The fields are arranged so that they may be separated 
at vrill. By use of various images in each field the fusion sense 
can be tested and the degree determined. A complete desoription 
of the instrument and methods would require much space and illus-
trating, moreover, the purpose of thi s paper is to consider the 
theories and principles involved. 
Fusion traingng should be used as early as it is possible. 
Sohuster says it is most smccessful between the third and fifth 
years. Worth staes that he has been able to train the fusion 
sense in a sbm~dchi~dren before the age of three years. The visual 
acuity is, of oourse, a great factor in the success of the treat-
ment and Worth does not attempt to train the fusion sense in a child 
who, after all possible means have been employed to restore the 
sight of the deviating eye, cannot see a three-fourths inch ivory 
ball at six yards. 
Worth is of the opinion that after the age of 7 or 8 there 
is little use to attempt fusion training for by this time the de-
sire for binocular vision has been lost if it h$.s not been used. 
Fusion training is a valuable adjunot to operative treatment. 
In many oases early operation and subsequent fusion training gives 
very satisfaotory tesults. This is, of oourse, true only if the 
operation is done before the age of seven or eight when the fusion 
sense is still present. 
An interesting modifioation of the amblyosoope has been 
described by Maddoil9~d is named a oheiroscope. It is oonstructed 
so that the o~ild uses his o~~ hands in the training, the right 
hand being used for ta right eye and the left hand for the left 
eye. The basis for this is a belief that the hand and eye of the 
same side are more intimately assooiated, sinoe in animals which 
do not have binocular viTion the eye of one side functions with 
the extremities of that side. To quote this author, "Indeed I 
suspect that many of the incurable cases of squint are due to a 
persistence of infantilism in the ooulomotor apparatus, eaoh eye 
tetaining its individualmeas too much and being easily induced to 
do business an its own account instead of in partnership." 
After a comprehensive description of the cheirosoope and 
methode of use Maddox ooncludes with his views on the general con-
sideration:lof squint as follows: III hardl), need add that squint 
training is a single handed affair, but is greatly helped by the 
four alredy familiar measures, refraction, occlusion, prisms, 
and operation, to whioh it in turn is helpful. II 
Maddox believes that temporary prisms, oombined with the 
childs lens are of value, to lessen the amount of squint subject-
ively, as soon as the fusion desire has been awakened, or aoquired 
with instruments. 
These foregoing measures oomprise the foundation of ~e non-
operative treatment of squint. If they have been faithfully ad-
vised and praotioed and do not suoceed, in a reasonable period of 
time, we then resort to operative measures, not alone, but in oon-
junotion with, these most important non-operative procedures. 
The field of operative treatment of strabismus is such that 
there are great variations of opinion as to both when operation is 
advisable and just what the best method of attack may be. Every 
writer expresses his own opinions as to what the indications are, in 
his judgment, and how the desired ends may best be attained. The 
innumerable number of operations which have been devised and rec-
commended attests the afct that this is almost an individual problem 
with each operator; this countless number of operations further 
indicates that an ideal method has not yet been found. Advocates 
of any parioular method seam to be able to present evidence that 
theirs is the most desirable procedure. 
It is well to consider just what the object of operative 
procedures may be. Surely it should be to aid in establishing bin-
ocular vision and not simply a cosmetic ~esult. If this. then, is 
our object then the operation should be carried out at the most 
optimum time to attain this end. If we wait wait until an ambly-
opia has developed, or the suject has lost the desire for binecular 
vision, or until there has developed a musculat deformity has de-
veloped then we are surely neglecting the patient. The problem then 
recolves into just when is the most favorable time to attain these 
desired results. I shall now quote some opinions on the suject. 
Val~~ays. "Until a ohild is five years old, I tell the 
parents to let his eyes alone." Meaning here operative procedures 
and not othere methods. 
DavilPlsays, !II believe it is a good· plan to operate as soon as 
the angle of squint ceases to improve with orthoptic measures. Noth-
ing is to be gained by waiting, while much is to be lost. After 
surgical interference setting the eyes straight exercises oan be 
used to great advantage, often resulting in a oomplete cure. 
"Age: rarely operate under two years of age. O:.~toptic 
exercises suffice up to the age of three, then stepeoscopic exercises 
for fusion traingng is followed by operation, if necessary. In 
constant unilateral squint that does not improve, and is accompanied 
by fal se fixation, oper ation should be dotj.e at two year s or earlier. II 
RebepZ~ays, nOther things being equal, we might well wish that 
every strabismic that comes for operation should be at least fourteen 
to sixteen years old. The operation then enjoys the following advan-
tages: (a) the refractive side of the problem has in all probability 
been worked out; tl (I see no reason why it should not have been well 
worked out 10 years sooner - if it has not I would be of the opinion 
that the patient has had inadequate treatment),(b) the patient's 
cranium will have taken on more or lessof the adult characteristics , 
a1tho~gh some outward sling of the orbits frequently goes on up to 
thirty years of age." 
Hule~B~ays, !lIn no case am I able to see serious objection to 
resort to surgery no matter how young the child, provided correct a..TJ.d 
complete non-surgical treatment has been previously given, and I am 
convinced that it is a highly desirable thing to obtain parallei.lsm-:' 
, ,. 
before the developing period of the eye has passed. vVE Should not 
permit the parents of the child to,postpone correct operative pro-
cedures indefinitely as so often occurs. 1I 
Melle~.f}states, "Even when the squint can no longer be influ-
enced, still I would reject operation before the twelfth or fourteenth 
year, not only becuase sometimes in the course of time and growth 
the squint may decrease, or even disappear for some unknown reason, 
but also because operation is not to be recommended until the child 
has become intelligent enough to allow of its being opeaated upon 
under local anesthesia. Squint operations under general anesthesia 
cannot be measured. A good cosmetic result canL:[ be obtained only 
wi th the patiBiltt s oooperation. II The fallacies of this plan are, in 
my opinion , rather evident. It is very seldom that squint which has 
exiated for this long a period will disappear of its wwn accord -
at least it is not frequent eno~h that it would be advisable to 
give up the advantages of early operation for the remote possibilty 
of its spontaneous disappea~anee. Vfui1e it may be true that. squint 
operations can be measured better under local anesthesia yet it is 
my opinion that early opeaation with subsequent fusion traing and 
orthoptic measures will give as good a result as a more accurately 
measured operation later when the orthoptio training will be little 
aid to the operation. Meller 1 s last stat,ement would indioate that 
his main object in the operation is to obtain a good cosmetio result, 
and I agree that at this time this is about the only objective may 
have, hhereas in earlier operations we may hope to aid the patients 
vision. 
'2'5) Kearney says, !!Operations on the external ocular musoles for 
the correction of squint are advisable when the patient is nine years 
of age or over, ~~d all neoessary nonoperative measures have been 
tried and have failed to correct the deformity.!! 
Val~ys, "It ha s been my observation that praotioally all 
these cases of so-oalled cured squint still have more or less 9S0-
phoria, fu~d many would be relieved of the neoessity of the cons;ant 
use of glasses if the were relieved of the muscular mnbalanoe by 
judicious operation. 
'rrll· ['J.7)t t ~ lilt . ~. ttl 4t \,J. 1<1.nson s a es, J.S my prac .... J.oe 0 opera e as ear y as ... 
oan be determined that orthoptic treatment, together with glasses and 
atropin, is not going to oorreot the d§formity. This oan certainly 
be determined in six months in the average case, and much sooner in 
most cases. If, after the use of glasses, atropin when indicated, use 
of pads to bring up lost visual acuity, ~nd orthoptic exeroises as 
:indic!!t~dc;the degree of squintis not lessened, it is our duty to put 
the eyes as nearlt straight as possible, and begin again with our 
orthoptic training. This must be done early to secure tr~ aid of 
"~-, . - ~/ 
fusion, as fusion training is of little ve.lue later. The more I 
treat crossed:;eyes, 81Id the greater amount of experience I have, 
the more I am inclined to be of the opinion that all of these cases 
are opel' ati ve. II 
Operative treatment is a great aid to fusimn training in the 
cases which have a marked defect. If these eyes are set approx-
imately straight it allows fusion to take place with much less effort 
and the natural objection to diplopia will ,aid the development of 
binocular vision. By this procedure we have then incraased the use 
of the deviating eye and are preventing an amblyopia front developing. 
Furthermore, the earlier we operate the earlier v[e produce binocular 
vision and the child is using the fusion center whereas if we wait 
the fusion center is but little or not at all used. Hence the earHer 
the operation the better the fusion center resulting and the more 
perfect is binocular vision the less likely is there to be a break-
d01ivn. 
Quoting Wilkinso~2\.gain, til do not wish to disparage the 
beautiful results obtained by the means of glasses, atropin, end 
orthoptic treatment, but vcr1sh to impress upon the reader the im~ 
portance or securing an early correction ~ these squint cases. 
To wait until twelve or thirteen to operate means but one thing, a 
lost eye as far as its original function is concerned. No patient 
can be even approximately cured who is allowed to go with a mono-
lateral crossed eye from three to four years of age up to Wwelve 
or thirteen years of age. Amblyopia will be present, suppression 
complete, muscular changes will have taken place, i.e., an hyper4i 
trophy of the externus, and the desire for binocular vision entirely 
lost. The advocates of!this 'watchful waiting' method all admit 
that a real functional cure is impossible at this age and they 
operate for cosmetic results only." 
He further states JO tilt has been my experience that where 
atropin and glasses do not markedly redice the degree of squint 
within the first month, they do not do so subsequently, e.ven tho~gh 
they be used for years. **** Then let it be understood that v.re 
should operate as early as it can be determined that the patj.ent 
cannot be cured otherwise, and that we should opere.te on all squint 
cases whose squint is not reddced within six months after proper 
treatment has' been instituted. II 
This discourse of Wilkinson seems to me to be the most log-
ical of all that are presented and if its principles were followed 
the doctor would certainly be accomplishing the most possible for 
the patient. 
To attempt to discuss the various operative procedures which 
have and are being employed would require and enormus amount of 
tmme and space and would not fall within the scope of this paper~ 
since, as has previously been stated~ we are considering the theor-
ies and principles involved rather than describing technical methods. 
However~ Jackson has classified the operationsf for strab-
ismus and I shall quote this classification, 
(A) 110perationJ19aone to diminish the influence of a particular 
muscle or Ill1lscles upon the position and movement-e, of the eyeball, 
as tenotomy, and operations to increase.the effect of tenotomy. 
(B) "Operations done to increase the influenoe of a partio-
ular muscle or muscles upon the position and movements of the eye-
ball, as operations for advancement, tandon-tucking. 
(c) tlOperiltions to modify the influenoe of a particular 
musole or muscles so as to change the direction in which it will 
tend to turn the eye, or to alter the relative proportions of the 
influences exerted in producing different move~ants, as by lateral 
displacement of the insertions, tendon transplantations. 
(D) "Miscellaneous operations to influence the position of 
the eye-ball. Combinations of two or more of these operations may 
be done as a single operation. tI 
In concluding I wish to present an aspect of the subject 
which I have not seen considered in any of my readings, that is, 
the prevention of squint. Certainly the trend of medicine in rec-
ent years has been toward the field of preventive medicine. Why 
cannot we apply the sa..me principleshhere. It would be a simple 
matter to see that every child had a comnetent refraction before he 
was allowed to attend school. Retinoscopy under full atropinization 
and an ophthalmoscopic examination would require but a small amount 
of time. OD course, a great many squint cases appear before the 
child is of school age and these should be treated at once, however, 
according to one series of cases given by Worth about half of the 
squints develop after the age of three years. Some of these cases 
certainly develop with the burden of increased accommodation required 
when the child first starts his school work. If these cases were 
refracted and subjected to fusion training, if necessary, we could 
prevent a squintfrom developing in most instances. At any rate, 
a routine eye examination would disclose countless refractive errors 
which would otherwise go undiscovered for many years and would ser-
iously handicap the child during these years •. It is a well known 
fact that many of the children who are regarded as mentally inf-
erior, slow to learn, and are inattentive at sckool, appear this 
way because of defective vision. It, therefore, seems to me that it 
waule be wise to require routine eye examination by competent exam-
iners before a child is allowed to enter school. 
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